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Generalized response of chemiluminescence analyzers
A. A. Mehrabzadeh, R. J. O'Brien, and T. M. Hard
Chemistry Department and Environmental Sciences Doctoral Program, Portland State University, Portland,
Oregon 97207

(Received 7 June 1983; accepted for publication 5 August 1983)
The mass flow and chemical kinetic equations for a gaseous chemiluminescence (CL) analyzer are
formulated and solved. The resultant equation can be used to predict the absolute response of the
analyzer as a function of the sample flow rate, the sample gas pressure, the chamber pressure, the
chamber volume, the mass flow rate and mole fraction of the reagent gas, and the rate constants of
the relevant chemical processes. Thus, the equation allows optimization of these parameters. It is
shown that for varying sample pressure the analyzer can be used to measure either concentration
or mole fraction and that interfering reactions can sometimes be discriminated against by
chamber pressure variation. The equations apply equally well to a flowing-liquid-phase CL
analyzer, if the chemical mechanism considered is appropriate.
PACS numbers: 82.40.Tc, 78.60.Ps, 51.70. + f
INTRODUCTION
Chemiluminescence (CL) is an optical phenomenon which is
widely used for analytical purposes. Many laboratory-developed CL analyzers have been described in the literature, and
commercial versions are available. The technique has been
extensively applied to gaseous measurements of ozone, nitric
oxide, and some other species. Recently, liquid phase CL has
seen increasing development.
The basic chemical mechanism for the generation of a
chemiluminescent intermediate is fairly well understood in
several cases. 1-3 The reagent gas (generally in high concentration) reacts with a detected trace gas to produce an excited
(usually electronic) state. This state then emits radiation
which is detected by a photomultiplier. The mechanism is
complicated by side reactions which produce nonemitting
products and quenching of the chemiluminescence, both of
which reduce the response. Quenching may seem to make it
advantageous to operate the detection chamber at reduced
pressure, and some instruments are operated at pressures of
several torr. Background and interference come from ambient light and from other chemiluminescent reactions. The
detection limit is set by the dark current of the photomultiplier, the interference and background, and the inherent kinetic processes of the detection and reagent gases.
Since the first development of a homogeneous gas phase
CL analyzer,4 many papers utilizing this technique have appeared (e.g., Refs. 5-20; reviews Refs. 21,25). The basic equation governing maximum response has been used by several
authors,1O·16.18 and the general equation for plug-flow response has been obtained by Steffenson and Stedman, II and
discussed by Ridley. 21 The requirements for achieving maximum response and the optimization considerations for the
various flows and pressures in a CL analyzer have been treated in part by various authors. However, no general, systematic treatment has appeared.
In practice, the response of a CL analyzer can be partially optimized by empirical adjustment of pressures and
flows. However, full optimization involves a choice of the
chamber volume and the type of pump, not so easily varied.
Furthermore, optimization in a particular situation may not
1712
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necessarily involve achievement of maximum response, a situation more difficult to handle empirically. Here, we have
obtained a general solution to the kinetic equations for a CL
analyzer and optimized it for all relevant parameters under
two distinct operating modes. The behavior of a CL analyzer
under nonmaximum response conditions is discussed and
shown to be advantageous in some circumstances.

I. THEORETICAL APPROACH
A. Exponential-dilution reactor
The simplest mechanism for a chemiluminescent process is the following (the k 's above the arrows are the kinetic
rate constants):
k ..
R +D--.E,

(1 )

k,

R

+D~loss,

(2)

k,

E~hv

fluorescence,

(3)

kq

E+

M~uenching,

(4)

here, R is the reagent gas, D is the trace gas to be detected, E
is an excited state product of the reaction between Rand D,
and M is any quenching gas, usually air and the reagent. To
these chemical processes must be added the flow equations
which determine the response of the analyzer. Steffenson
and Stedman II have obtained the general response equation
of a plug-flow CL analyzer, but have not treated the characteristics of the equation in detail. We have found that detailed optimization of the plug-flow response with respect to
reagent flow leads to an equation which must be solved numerically. Furthermore, although Steffenson and Stedman
argued against large-volume reactors because oflight collection difficulties, we believe that large volumes are often desirable. Thus we treat first the case of an exponential-dilution reactor, since it seems most applicable to a large
chamber. For this situation the flow processes are the following:
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_D flow rate = FDcc/s,

(5)

_R

(6)

flow rate = FR ccls,

everything_pump

flow rate = F MCC/S.

(7)

A detector is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The large
reaction volume is viewed by the photomultiplier using a
chamber with reflective walls. The three valves are used to
control relative sample and reagent flow rates and total pressure in the chamber. One or more valves may be wide open or
eliminated.
Processes (5) and (6) may be thought of as zero-order
reactions whose molecular flows are given by the appropriate flow rate of the sample or reagent stream times the concentration of the species in the incoming stream ([D]o or
[R ]0)' Process (7) is exponential dilution for a well-mixed
reactor. Kinetic equations may be written for each species
and set equal to zero for steady emission in a well-mixed
reaction chamber of volume V. These equations, expressed
in terms of molecules/s, are as follows:

d [R]
dt

V - - = FR [R ] - (kE

+ kd[R

][D] V - F M [R ],
(9)

V d [E]

= kE [R

dt

][D] V - kq [E][M 1V

(10)

-kf[E]V-FM[E].

It is desired to solve for the concentration of the emitting species E, since kf[E] V is the chemiluminescence in
photons. The last term in Eq. (10) can be neglected whenever
the lifetime of E is much shorter than its residence time in the
chamber. Thus,
[E

1 = kE [R

] [D ]I(kf

+ kq [M ]).

Here, [PD ] is the ambient total pressure that the detector
samples, [PRJ is the total pressure of the reagent stream before entering the chamber, and [M] is the total pressure inside the reaction chamber. For convenience we here refer to
an actual concentration as a "pressure" in units of molecules/ce. Flows are in ce/s at the respective pressures, [PD],
[PRJ, and [M].
We define the concentration response of the analyzer (in
photons s-I/molecule cm- 3 ambient) as r = kAE] V /[D]o.
The response may then be obtained from Eqs. (8)-(12) and is
a function of the kinetic parameters Vand X R and of the flow
parameters F D , F M , FR [PRJ, and [M]. Among the latter
four parameters, mass conservation requires that one variable be dependent. Mass conservation has apparently not
been considered explicitly in previous treatments of CL analyzers. Nevertheless, it places fundamental constraints on
the response of an analyzer as a function of the flow parameters. For instance, an analyzer is inherently sensitive to the
chamber pressure, [M]. Assuming that the reagent flow is
constant, chamber pressure may be decreased either by increasing FM or by decreasing F D' Our approach is to consider three types of response limitation: by F M' F D , and FR' The
first limit applies to many analyzers which have operated in
the upper atmosphere (10,15,16,18); the second to many analyzers such as commercial NOx analyzers used in monitoring pollutants at ground level; while the third apparently has
not been properly exploited before.
Solution of Eqs. (8)-(12) results in the following response equation for an exponential-dilution (ed) CL analyzer:

(13a)

(11)

In general, of course, reaction (4) will have various rate constants depending upon the identity of the quenching gas, M.
Thus, the term kq [M] represents a sum over all significant
quenchers: kq [M] = ~; kq;X; [M], where X; is the mole fraction of species i in the chamber.
Linear instrumental response requires [R ]o>[D ]0' so
[R ] is governed only by flow processes and the second term
in Eq. (9) is negligible. Mass conservation requires
(12)

FM[M] =FD[PD ] +FR[PR].

or
red

=

(k
f

+~([M])(_I_
+ [PD1~2+Z+
YF
[M)2

liZ))'

q

D

kE VXR

(I3b)

where X R is the mole fraction of R in the reagent stream, and
the yield of excited intermediate is Y = kE/(kE + k L ). The
relative inlet total molecular flow ratio Z is defined as

1.
FD[PD]

Z= FR CPR
REACT ION CHAMBER

1M]

FIG.

PUMP

I. Schematic chemiluminescence cell. Reagent gas. at mole fraction

X R • enters with flow FR' and may be pure or diluted in a carrier at a total
pressure [P R 1· The gas to be detected. at concentration [D 10' in air of am-

bient pressure [PD1. enters with flow F D. Chamber pressure is [Ml and exit
flow rate is F M' The inlet and exit flows and the chamber pressure are controlled by the three valves. any of which may be fully open.
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The inlet flows appear only as their ratio in Eq. (13), and this
simplifies the optimization of the response with respect to
inlet flows. Although previous workers have discussed reagent flow sufficient to react 95% of D, proper optimization
of reagent has not been carried out.
In Eq. (13), the response is a function of [M], Z, and
either F M or F D' The first choice of dependent variables
illustrates a double dependence upon [M]. Equation (13a)
contains the product of two expressions, each having the
form of the resultant of two conductances connected in series, C = lI(lIC] + lIC2 ). Each of these expressions apChemiluminescence analyzer
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proaches the behavior of whichever conductance is smaller.
In the first expression, the conductances are the quenching
half-pressure kJlk q and the chamber pressure [M]. In the
second expression the conductances are functions of the intermediate's formation rate and its residence time within the
chamber. Thus the limiting behavior with respect to [M] can
be found by inspection.

o

-I

l:

~

l:
H

-2

x

<t

l:

1. Mode 1: Maximum response limited by F M

u..

The first operational mode applies to an analyzer with
constant F M' whose chamber pressure is controlled by variation of the entering flow rates. We first determine the optimum value of Zby zeroing the partial derivative ofEq. (l3a)
with respect to Z at constant F M and [M]. This results in the
following condition for optimum relative inlet molecular
flows:

o

z

o

H

ru

~

u..

-4

(f)

<t

-5

L

(!)

(14)

For [M] <FM I(k E + k L )VXR' this reduces to equal inlet
molecular flows. At high chamber pressure, however, relatively less reagent flow is required to achieve maximum response. This situation is one where F M' the sum of
FD[PD] +FR[PR ] and, hence, [M] remain constant and
only the ratio Z of inlet molecular flows varies. The behavior
of Eq. (13) under these conditions is illustrated in Fig. 2. A
series of curves is drawn, each one for constant [M], as a
function of flow ratio Z. As [M] increases, the response increases toward an asymptote described next and the position
of the maximum moves toward less reagent flow.
The asymptotic behavior with chamber pressure [M] is
described by considering the high-pressure limiting case of
Eq. (13). This gives the maximum achievable response rmax
when there are no restrictions on sample or reagent flows
other than the pumping speed of the pump, F M :

=

-6L-~~----~~~----~--------~------~

-3

1"\

.....

w
--'
o
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At sufficiently high [M], the optimal Z becomes much less
than 1. Formulas similar to Eq. (15) have been derived for the
NOI0 3 analyzer.IO.16.IR However, the first form, expressed
in terms of FD and [M], may be subject to misinterpretation-for instance if it leads to the general conclusion that
the signal depends upon F D or that higher response may be
obtained by reducing [M].
Figure 3 shows the asymptotic behavior of Eq. (13a)
more clearly. Consider first the solid curves drawn for
[P D ] = 1 atm, FM = 1000 ccls and Z = 1. In this family of
curves, the dependence of response on sample inlet flow (FD)
is shown for various constant values of kE VXR • Varying
inlet flow at constant Z and F M of course produces a proportional variation in chamber pressure [M]. As F D, F R' and
[M] increase, the response also increases toward a limiting
value given by the right-hand form ofEq. (15). This asymptote is the plateau region noted for plug flow by Steffenson
and Stedman. 1 I The plateau as discussed by these authors
and as illustrated in Fig. 3 is not quite a maximum with
respect to Z, since a further increase by almost a factor of 2 in
response could be achieved for the solid curves by a decrease
of Z from 1 to Z opt.

•

-2
LOG Z

FIG. 2. Dependence of analyzer response upon relative flow rates at the inlet
ports according to Eq. (13). All parameters are held constant except reagent
gas and detection gas total molecular flows, whose ratio Z is varied while
their sum is constant. Chamber pressures increase upward from 0.001-10
atm, in steps of 101/2 The maxima agree with Eqs. (14) and (20). The plugflow curves coincide with or lie slightly above the corresponding ellponential-dilution curves. Here, F" = 1000 ccls, kE VX R = 2X 10- 24 cm"
molec- 1 s I
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FIG. 3. Response of a Mode 1 CL analyzer for varying sample flow rate F D
at constant FM and Z. As FD increases, the response increases toward an
asymptote. The solid curves use ambient pressure [Po) = I atm, Z = 1, and
several values of kE VX R ; the dashed curvesarefor [Po) = 0.1 atm, Z = 10.
All curves: kflk q = 2x 10 17 moleclcc, FM = 1000 cc/s. Upper curves:
kE VX R = 1 X 1O- lo cm 6 molec- 1 S-I, decreased by a factor oft 00 for each
successive lower curve. Plug-flow responses coincide with or lie slightly
above those for exponential dilution.
Chemiluminescence analyzer
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In the high-flow limit of Fig. 3, the response is independent of the mole fraction of the reagent gas, as well as independent of the chamber pressure and volume. This limit is
reached when the two conductance expressions in Eq. (13a)
reach their maximum values at a pressure given by
(16a)
and
(16b)
Condition (16b) is contrary to what would be expected from
examining quenching behavior alone, and indicates that efficient fluorescence of the intermediate is less important than
high molecular throughput and adequate residence time.
Similar inequalities can be obtained for F Dusing Eq. (13b).
Since the maximum signal is proportional to F M' it is
usually desirable to increase the chamber volume, reagent
mole fraction, and/or the chamber pressure as necessary to
satisfy Eq. (16) and reach the plateau of maximum response.
The dependence of response upon sample pressure [PD]
is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the dashed curves which are drawn
with [PD] = 0.1 atm and Z = 10. The two families of curves
simulate a situation where atmospheric pressure drops by an
order of magnitude, butFD andFR [PR ] remain constant due
to choked inlet flow. Thus Z increases by 10. Here, as in the
solid curves, more response could be achieved by decreasing
Z to Z opt. Here the potential gain is about a factor of 10.
Note that in Fig. 3 the dashed curves indicate lower response
at low F D but higher response at high F D for [PD] = 0.1 vs
1.0 atm.
The dependence of r upon sampled pressure [PD] is significant since CL analyzers are often found to be sensitive to
ambient pressure. This can be a disadvantage unless the pressure dependence is understood. In the plateau region described by Eq. (15), the limiting absolute response rmax is
inversely proportional to ambient pressure [PD]. This means
that if ambient pressure is reduced and the mole fraction,
[D]oI[P D ], remains constant, the detector will give a constant signal reD ]0' This potential mole fraction response is
advantageous for determining altitude profiles of atmospheric species because it means the absolute sensitivity increases with altitude. The mole fraction response in units of
photons s - I lunit mole fraction ambient is given by repD]
with [PD] in concentration units. To achieve this constant
response, it is necessary thatFM remain constant. (In general
FM will vary with [M] and/or [PD)' depending upon the
pump's operating characteristics, but we ignore this for simplicity). If F M is constant, then variation of chamber pressure [M) with altitude is immaterial as long as the detector
remains on the response plateau. In order to be sure of remaining on the plateau and, hence, realizing the constant
mole fraction response, the inequalities of Eq. (16) must be
interpreted in terms of the lowest pressures to be encountered, and Z should be small enough that its variation with
[PD] is not significant.
In the low-pressure [M] or low-flow FD portion of Fig.
3, the response curves are given by
r~

kE VXR [M

F

(2+Z+l/Z)[PDl
1715

=

ZkE VXRF'J:, [PD
F~

1 (17)
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The response in this region is proportional to chamber volume, the rate constant to produce E, the reagent gas mole
fraction, and the square of the chamber pressure. The quadratic dependence is shown by the slope of 2 in the steepest
portions of the curves in Fig. 3. The first expression for r in
Eq. (17) is appropriate to an analyzer in which the chamber
pressure is independent of ambient pressure. Such independence could only be achieved by external flow control of F D •
Practical chamber inlets and pumps are more likely to have
constant FDIFM and, hence, [M] proportional to [PD ). In
the latter case the response to constant absolute concentration is proportional to [PD ), and the constant mole fraction
signal is proportional to [PDf. This is obviously undesirable
for situations where ambient pressure may change. Thus the
operation of analyzers off the plateau region may not be satisfactory for obtaining altitude profiles of atmospheric gases,
or even for precise concentration measurements under conditions of slight pressure variation.
Besides the two pressure extremes, there are crossover
regions of slope = 1 in Fig. 3. These occur where either condition (16a) or (16b) is satisfied, but not the other. When only
(16a) is satisfied, the response is proportional to absolute
concentration [D )0' and independent of ambient pressure.
The uppermost pair of curves coincides in response for a
wide range of values of FD' Since only condition (16a) is
satisfied Eq. (13) becomes r = YFM [M ]1(1 + Z)[PD 1
= YFD • Thus independence of the concentration response
upon ambient pressure can be achieved by choosing the correct values of V, X R , and [M]. Other regions of slope = 1, to
the lower right in Fig. 3, correspond to satisfying only condition(16b).givingr = Zkfk E VXRFDI(l + Z)kqFM' whereZ
varies with ambient pressure.
2. Mode 2: Sample (FD ) limited

Under some circumstances it may be desirable to limit
the value of FD-for instance when the sampled volume is
limited. The distinctness of this situation relative to the response equation has been mentioned by Steffenson and Stedman, II but has not been previously treated, although some
commercial instruments operate in this mode. Assuming FD
is fixed by flow or other constraints so that the plateau for a
given pumping speed F M cannot be reached, then maximum
response occurs at a nonasymptotic value of [M] which may
be quite different from [PD]' Starting with Eq. (13b), zeroing
the partial derivative of r with respect to Z yields an optimal
value of Z ~~t = 1, or equal inlet molecular flows. Optimal
chamber pressure is found by setting the partial derivative of
r with respect to [M) equal to zero, and solving the resultant
cubic equation, which gives

[M)

= (-

ql2

+ S1/2)1/3 + ( - ql2 -

SI/2)1/3,

(18)

where
S

=

(pI3)3

+ (qI2f;

q = - 8kf YFD [PD ]lkEkq VXR ;
p = - 4Y[PD ]IkE VXR

•

The behavior of Eq. (13b) is illustrated for two values of
kE VXR and for several constant values of YFD in Fig. 4.
Chemiluminescence analyzer
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teau and still retain insensitivity to variation in ambient pressure.
3
r.
II
II

B. Third-order reactions

2

Other possible mechanisms involve pressure dependence of Reactions 1 and 2. If both of these involve a third
body M, then the yield term remains the same. If reaction I is
pressure-dependent, then k E [M] replaces k E in Eqs. (13) and
(17), and the response varies as [M f in the low-pressure limit. In this case Eq. (18) must be rederived and the optimum
chamber pressure for constant F D will be higher.
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FIG. 4. Response ofa Mode 2 analyzer vs chamber pressure [M] at several
constant sample flow rates F D' Each curve shows a maximum at a value of
[M] given by Eq. (18), in contrast with the asymptotic responses of Fig. 3.
Solid curves are for kE VXR = I X 10- 10, dotted curves for 1 X 10-'6 cm"
molec -, s -'. F D increases by successive factors of 10 from the lowest
curves, from F D = 0.01 to 10 000 cm' s - '. Discrimination against a slow
reaction is indicated by the two-headed arrow.

As discussed above, large reactor volumes are often desirable in order to achieve the plateau of maximum response.
In this case it is likely that an exponential-dilution chamber
would approach the actual experimental situation most
closely. However, for small reactor volumes, a plug-flow design might be preferable, since reacting gases are not diluted
with the exhausted reaction mixture. Solution of the kinetic
equations indicates that the improvement is small for the
range of values illustrated in Figs. 2-4. Starting with Eq. (9)
of Steffenson and Stedman, I I the basic dependence of response upon F M rather than F D for a Mode 1 plug-flow (pf)
analyzer can be shown by substituting expressions in Z for
the two inlet flows to yield
YF,w [M]
rpf

From the figure it is seen that for higher values of k E VX R it
is desirable to increase F M at constant F D in order to reduce
the chamber pressure and obtain a maximum signal. Operation in this mode has the disadvantage that the response
may be sensitive to ambient pressure.
3. Mode 3: Reagent (FR{PRJ) limited
The third operational mode has not been previously recognized. However, it has the advantage of saving significantly on reagent consumption and achieving insensitivity of
response to variations in ambient (i.e., chamber) pressure.
This is done at a minor sacrifice in response.
In the limit of small Z (while still requiring [R ]~[D ]),
the response Eq. (13a) becomes
r~ZkEkfVXR [M ]2/(kf

+ kq [M ])[PD ].

If Eq. (17b) is satisfied, the mole fraction response
r[P D ]~FR [P R ]kfk£ VXR [M ]/kqFD [P D ]

and remains constant as long as [MJ is proportional to [PD]'
On the other hand, if the reverse ofEq. (16b) is satisfied, the
concentration response
r~FR [PR lkE VXR [M ]2/FD [PD f,

and this response also remains constant as long as [M] is
proportional to [P D]. The latter condition is a special case of
the linear concentration response region discussed under
Mode 1. Thus it is possible to operate off the response pla1716
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+ Z)(1 + kq [M l!kf)[PD 1
X(I- exp -Z(kE + kL)VXR [M]).
(1 + Z)FM
(1

(19)

Steffenson and Stedman point out that the exponent is the
ratio of the chamber residence time of D to its chemical lifetime. This equation reduces, as it must, to Eq. (1 S) in the limit
oflarge reactor volume Vand high [M]. Steffenson and Stedman optimized reagent flow empirically for their analyzer
for a single experimental condition and then retained this
value in all experiments. However, a general optimum flow
condition is found by zeroing the partial derivative of Eq.
(19) with respect to Z and is given implicitly by
Z~Ft=

(1
(kE

+ Z~n

+ kL )VXR [M 1

Xln(l+ (kE+kdVXR[MJ).
(1

+ z~rt)

(20)

At small volume or low pressure this reduces to Z ~Ft = 1, as
for exponential dilution. However, at high [M] the maximum occurs at even lower values of reagent flow than was
the case for exponential dilution, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, under nonlimiting conditions, Eq. (20) must be
solved numerically. Plug-flow response is also plotted in
Figs. 3 and 4 and is slightly above the exponential-dilution
response.
If the reverse of Eq. (16a) is satisfied, the exponential in
(19) may be expanded, with the result
kEVXR [Mf

Chemiluminescence analyzer
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photostationary equilibrium will be retarded. Furthermore,
high [M] may hinder complete mixing of the sample and
reagent streams in the chamber. Thus increasing V is preferable to increasing [M] if short transit time, sensitivity, and
plateau response are desired, at the cost of increased signal
rise time.
In some CL chemical systems it may be desirable to use
a pressure pump rather than a vacuum pump to feed the
chamber, since the plateau response for slow reactions in
practical chamber volumes may lie above atmospheric presD. Liquid-phase chemiluminescent analyzer
sure. Difficulties would include perturbation of the detecMany liquid-phase CL reactions are more complicated
tion gas by the pump itself, and deterioration of response
than the pseudo-first-order mechanism normally applicable
times.
to gas-phase CL analyzers. However, for liquid-phase CL
Many CL analyzers are operated at reduced chamber
reactions in a flow analyzer which follow processes (1-4)
pressures. The above treatment shows that unless FD must
presented above, the response equations developed here apbe limited for some reason, no increase in response can result
ply with the significant simplification [M] = [P D ] = [PRJ.
from low [M] operation. However, there is a potential advanThus these quantities may be cancelled where appropriate
tage of low [M] besides those associated with reduced refrom the equations. Optimization of the analyzer still insponse time. If interfering chemiluminescence is produced
cludes choice of the proper value of Z as described by the
by the reaction of the reagent R with molecules other than D
Z opt equations and the increase of V or X R to reach the
in the sample, then it is possible to discriminate against this
plateau region.
unwanted CL if the producing reaction is slow kinetically.
Equation (17) indicates that at low [M] the response is proII. DISCUSSION
portional to k E, so a low concentration of a reactive species
Some examples of Mode 1 and 2 behavior can be found may be detected even in the presence of a higher concentrain the gas-phase CL literature. Ridley and Howlett, to study- tion of another, more slowly reacting species. The ability to
ing the NO/0 3 CL system in the laboratory, performed a discriminate against a slow reaction is shown by the twoMode 2 experiment and observed peak response at an unstat- headed arrow in Fig. 4. Although the responses due to these
ed pressure below ambient. Under balloon-borne conditions, two rate constants are the same when [M] = 1 atm, reducing
however, their instrument would have corresponded with the chamber pressure to 0.001 atm suppresses the slow reacMode 1, using fixed reagent flow rather than constant Z. tion relative to the fast one by a factor about equal to the rate
Steffenson and Stedman 11 varied inlet flow, chamber vol- constant ratio, here 106 .
ume, and outlet flow in the same chemical system. Here they
It is not necessary to operate the chamber at ambient
first demonstrated the Mode 1 plateau, although their curves temperature, and a knowledge of the activation energies of
are distorted by variation ofFM with [M] due to flow restric- the relevant chemical reactions will allow the use ofEq. (l3)
tions in their outlet plumbing. These authors also distin- or its limiting variations to predict the advantages of either
guished the need for Mode 2 operation, given limited sample. an increase or decrease in temperature. In the limiting reMcClenny et al. 13 did Mode 1 experiments on the ozone/ sponse [Eq. (15)] the term Ymay have the strongesttemperaethylene and ozone/viny1chloride CL systems at l-atm ture dependence, and the merits of increasing or decreasing
chamber pressure. Their fixed reagent flow caused a falloff in chamber temperature depend upon the relative activation
response at high sample flow rates, especially of the slower- energies of kE and k L • Temperature manipulation has been
reacting viny1chloride, but they would have observed the discussed and employed by Ridley and Howlett tO and othMode 1 plateau if reagent flow had been larger, or had been ers. The condition for reaching the plateau, Eq. (16), is also
adjusted for peak response at each sample-stream total flow temperature dependent, through the rate constants. Failure
rate. Kelly et al. 25 optimized a commercial ozone CL analyz- to at least maintain constant chamber temperature (e.g., with
er for CL detection of reduced sulfur compounds. They altitude) may lead to variations in instrumental response.
found a response maximum occurred when FD = FR = 100
cc/s (i.e., Z = 1), and [M] was slightly under 1 atm. However, they give insufficient details for us to judge the analyzIII. CONCLUSIONS
er's operational mode. We have tested the ozone/ethylene
CL system for conformance with Mode 1 and 2 behavior and
The equations developed here indicate the proper
have discussed Mode 3 operation of the NO/0 3 CL analyz- choice of relative flow rates into a CL analyzer, and the coner.21>
siderations in choosing the best values for the absolute flow
Sample tube transit time, signal rise time, and their re- rates, or the optimum pressure in the chamber. If sample and
sultant, the total instrumental response time, are important reagent gas are unlimited, then F M should be as large as the
in some applications. If sample lines are required, short tran- pump capacity will allow, and F D and F R should be adjusted
sit time can be obtained with low [M] if the pressure reduc- to their optimum ratio in accordance with Eq. (14) or (20).
tion from ambient pressure occurs at the inlet to the plumb- The plateau of maximum response can be reached by ensuring. Also, at lower sample line pressures, any shift from ing that Eq. (16) is satisfied by variation of V, X R , and [M).
and, if the reverse of Eq. (16b) also holds, the low-pressure
limit is identical to Eq. (17). Thus the plug-flow and exponential dilution curves differ in Figs. 2-4 ony in the intermediate region between the high- and low-pressure extremes.
Evaluation of z~ft for a plug-flow, Mode 2 analyzer may be
carried out by replacingFM [M] in Eq. (19) by F D [PD]( 1 + Z)
from molecular conservation [Eq. (10)] and then differentiating with respect to Z.
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This equation applies to both plug-flow and exponential-dilution analyzers.
At high chamber pressures the analyzer measures fractional rather than absolute concentration, an interesting feature for airborne sampling. If ambient pressure, [PD]' is subject to variation during sampling, then the linear response in
mole fraction X D may be assured by seeing that FM remains
constant and that the plateau behavior is maintained. If desired, F D and VXR may be selected from a crossover region
where the analyzer responds linearly to ambient concentration. No response increase can be obtained by operating the
chamber under reduced pressure in these circumstances.
However, if total sample volume precludes large sampling
rates then Eq. (18) may be used to decide upon an optimum
pressure. One must be aware, however, that the detector
may be operating in a pressure-sensitive region where the
response to absolute concentration or mole fraction at
changing ambient pressure is complicated. In cases where
interfering CL reactions are occurring, chamber pressure
variation may allow discrimination against the interferences. If reagent is limited, and/or insensitivity to ambient
pressure is needed, it may be desirable to operate the analyzer under Mode 3 conditions.
Generally, large reactor volumes are preferred in order
to maximize response. Thus the exponential-dilution
chamber considered in greatest detail may be more realistic
than the plug-flow chamber. However, any well-designed
reactor should fall between these two extremes, which are
seen in Figs. 2--4 to give similar responses, so it is only necessary to see that the two flows are well-mixed throughout the
chamber volume and that the walls are highly reflective.
The general principles derived here may be applied to
improvement of the detection limits and accuracy of present
analyzers and to the search for new chemiluminescent reactions. For cases where the necessary rate constants are unknown, these principles may be used either to measure their
values 27 or to carry out an efficient empirical optimization.
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